Expanding Dermatologists View With Fluorescence and Thermograph
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Abstract

Several skin lesions are characterized as public health problem due their high incidence. Some lesions denominated premalignant have the potential to progress to malignant lesions and the treatments can have great successful rates if it has a right and precise indication. Diagnosis depends on the experience of the physician to identify tissue changes, mainly in the early stages due to the similar clinical characteristics among different types of lesions. Therefore, the interest in noninvasive diagnosis techniques not harmful to health is increasing. This study shows tools for skin lesions application complementing the initial clinical examination with fluorescence and thermograph methods. The fluorescence evaluation was performed using a device for the wide field image for the identification of endogenous fluorescence following Photodynamic Therapy with marked fluorescence. Infrared images were obtained using a thermal camera. Endogenous fluorescence diagnosis can improve the visual contrast between normal and abnormal tissue, contributing to biopsy site determination, lesion border delimitation and lesion identification, such as melanoma and pigmented seborrheic keratosis. Marked fluorescence with Protoporphyrin IX was used to check whether the treatment was as expected and can be used to increase the successful of results. Thermograph was used to discriminate lesions clinically similar, such as actinic keratoses and squamous cell carcinoma that can be simultaneously present, because AK is transformed in SCC in a continuous and progressive process. Fluorescence and thermograph were used to lesion discrimination, border identification and monitoring treatments enabling the physician to indicate the procedure with more confidence.
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Introduction

Among all types of cancer, the highest incidence in the world is the skin cancer, which 95% are non-melanoma lesions and its more common forms are basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). The exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation from sunlight is a major known risk factor for the non-melanoma skin cancer development. (1) Melanoma is the most invasive and aggressive type of skin cancer and, despite representing only 3% of incidence, it is responsible for about 65% of deaths. It can be clinically similar to pigmented seborrheic keratosis (PSK), which is a benign lesion (2,3).

Some lesions denominated premalignant have the potential to progress to malignant lesions. Actinic keratoses (AK) are one of the most incident ones and they are frequent in 60% of patients aged over 40 years, affecting, usually, the body areas most exposed to solar radiation. (4) Nearly 60% of SCCs is originated by AKs and the progression rate from AKs to SCCs varies from 4 to 16% a year (5). Early stages diagnosis of SCCs is important because it is responsible for 34% of deaths caused by skin cancer around the world (6).

The treatment will have great successful rates if it has a right and precise indication and, for this, it is necessary to determine clinical and histopathological characteristics of the lesion. That information ensures the therapeutic adequacy and individualization for each patient and it is resulting from several procedures, such as the search of patient record or clinic examination with visual analysis and palpation. Also, there are laboratory tests as cytology, biopsy and biochemical tests or imaging tests as X-ray or Magnetic Resonance Image (7). The following of treatments and the guarantee of the procedure were as expected with the exact diagnosis of disease are two of main requirements for a good clinical conduct. Photodynamic Therapy (PDT) is an alternative treatment with light that has been largely used in skin disorders (8).

Laser and optical fibers made possible the disease diagnosis with light, replacing highly invasive and mutilating procedures. Techniques with the wide-field image, optical coherence tomography, confocal microscopy and diagnostic by fluorescence are some examples of techniques with light to identify several diseases.
Fluorescence occurs when an atom absorbs an incident light of a certain wavelength and goes from the ground state (lowest energy) to an excited state (higher energy), which is unstable, thus the atom tries to return to the ground state. For this, the atom has to re-emit the absorbed energy, which decreased in the amount due to energy losses that occur inside the molecule. The emitted light (fluorescence) has, then, a longer wavelength that means a different color of absorbed light. Fluorescence characterizes the chemical and physical changes occurring in tissue since each difference will mean different energy losses and wavelength re-emitted. Thus, different tissues or different conditions of the same tissue have distinct endogenous fluorescence (9) and can be used as a detection method to improve the accuracy in diagnosis. The improvement can be by both helping the physician to differentiate types of lesions and allowing lesion borders delimitation, which could provide a most specific treatment, avoiding big surgery or remaining abnormal cells.

Another parameter that can be evaluated is the tissue temperature, which is influenced by blood perfusion and metabolic rate. A tissue with lesion has those characteristics different from a normal one, because its growth and consequent need for nutrient are higher, stimulating angiogenesis (10–12). The thermograph records a body temperature distribution using the infrared radiation emitted by the surface of this body, with a wavelength between 7 and 14 µm(13).

From several studies that have been conducted at the Skin Department of Amaral Carvalho Hospital Foundation in Jahu – SP, Brazil and Brazilian Program of Photodynamic Therapy, images of skin lesions were recorded, analyzed and compared with the diagnosis set by the physician and by histopathology. Eligible patients were subjects of both genders, over 18 years old with different lesions, such as primary superficial (sBCC), nodular (nBCC), or pigmented (pBCC) with a diameter less than of 20 mm, estimated clinically immediately prior to treatment, or AK, PSK, and melanoma. Pregnant always were excluded and all patients signed a written informed consent form.

The interest in these diagnosis ways is increasing, because they are noninvasive techniques and are completely not harmful to health. This report aimed to show tools for skin lesions application complementing the initial clinical examination with fluorescence and thermograph methods, gathering techniques already used with some applications little explored in the clinic. Despite many techniques available to use in dermatology, some techniques are easy to apply, non-invasive and multi-functions and are not frequently used by health professionals.

We are exploring especially fluorescence and thermography and the devices used by our group at São Carlos Institute of Physics and Skin Department of Amaral Carvalho Hospital Foundation in Jahu – SP.

**Endogenous fluorescence**

The endogenous fluorescence evaluation could be performed using a device for wide-field fluorescence, LINCE® (MMOptics, São Carlos, Brazil). This equipment is composed of a set of LED arrays with emission in the UV-blue range of light (400 ± 10 nm) and irradiance around 50 mW/cm². The optical arrangement allows the fluorescence viewing in a contrast visualization between colors and intensities of light in green and red. Health tissue emits fluorescence in the green region of the electromagnetic spectrum with excitation at 400 nm, due to the collagen fibers highly organized and the emission of some molecules such as NAD(H) and FAD(H) (12) while the characteristic protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) fluorescence is red. A digital color camera was coupled at the device with an adapter for image acquisition (14,15).

Figure 1 shows wide-field images from an AK in the left forearm. Figure 1-A is the white light picture where the determination of the lesion borders is difficult to establish by a non-specialist.

However, the fluorescence image (Figure 1-B) allows the delimitation of the lesion borders due to the difference in fluorescence between the lesion and normal tissue, since the AK region is lighter than surroundings.

**Figure 1**: Widefield images of an actinic keratosis in the left forearm. A) White light image. B) Endogenous fluorescence.

Another possibility is the use of fluorescence in discrimination of clinically similar lesions. PSK is a benign lesion that sometimes, even for the expert dermatologist, is very similar to melanoma, which is the most dangerous skin cancer (3). PSK has some tissue structures, as the corneal pseudocysts, that present different fluorescence compared to the abnormal tissue and some light spots become evident in the fluorescence image inside of a dark area that is the lesion (Figure 2-A). Thus, this technique helps to differentiate between these two types of lesion, since the fluorescence image of melanoma is a dark area without any fluorescent spots (Figure 2-B) (15,16).

**Figure 2**: Endogenous fluorescence images from A) PSK and B) melanoma.

**Marked Fluorescence**

The interaction among light in a specific wavelength, a photosensitive compound (PS) and oxygen results in the cell death and characterize the principle of PDT. The main PS currently used in clinical application is the porphyrin, which accumulates mainly in modified cells and emits in the red region contrasting with the green of the health tissue.

In the Project “Photodynamic Therapy Brazil”, with national coverage, a protocol of non-melanoma skin cancer treatment was established to superficial basal cell carcinoma (sBCC) up to 2 cm in length and nodular basal cell carcinoma (nBCC) less than 2 mm in infiltration. For the treatment, the topic application was used with a cream containing the prodrug methyl aminolevulinate (MAL), the precursor of PpIX, which is an endogenous PS produced by the cells and has the fluorescence emitting in red when excited with blue light (17,18).
C lesions can be clinically similar and are difficult, there are still some difficulty, there are still some

differentiation of suspicious lesions is most of the time easily performed due to their specific training. On the other hand, for the general clinician or less experienced practitioner, this task could be more difficult.

PSK has structures correspondent to corneal pseudo cysts which, when viewed in dermoscopy are considered pathognomonic of this disease and, histologically, it is known that pseudocysts are filled with horny keratin, a highly fluorescent biomolecule when excited by 408 nm. (19–21) The fluorescence visualization provides a higher contrast to identify these structures showing some light spots in the fluorescence image. Therefore, the keratin fluorescence contrasts with the lack of fluorescence in the melanoma, visualized as a black area, due to the high melanin content that absorbs the most part of the light. Differentiating melanoma from PSK helps speed up the treatment of the higher risk lesion to the patient since corneal pseudocysts are not observed in the endogenous fluorescence of pigmented skin lesions, it may be considered of risk and be a priority for treatment.

Fluorescence also could be used to determine border of different types of lesions. Nowadays, the gold standard for diagnosis is biopsy, which is invasive and usually needs time for the result; however, if the procedure is performed on the right site, the result has accuracy (22). Endogenous fluorescence diagnosis can improve the visual contrast between normal and abnormal tissue, contributing to biopsy site determination, lesion border delimitation before treatment and lesion identification. (15,16) .The choice of the skin region that will be taken biopsy has fundamental importance, once the wrong place is chosen, the result may be a false negative, preventing the treatment of lesions in early stages.

The delimitation of the lesion border, on the other hand, contributes to choosing the safety margin, avoiding mutilating surgeries and compromised margins, which leads to the second round of treatment. This type of diagnosis helps the physician to guarantee more efficiency in the surgery.

In addition to the lesion identification, check whether the treatment was as expected is an alternative to increase the successful of results. Figures 3 and 4 showed different lesions treated with PDT and the difference between both procedures is clear. The first one is an example of efficient illumination and the last one shows a possibility of a problem during the treatment. It is clear that PpIX was not degraded for some reason during the illumination process.
This can happen, for example, when the illumination tip slid because the patient moved for some discomfort or the lesion site allowed a not good accommodation. If there is no full-time conference that the illumination is performing in the exact site, the red fluorescence will become clear in the end of PDT, which can indicate the physicist needs to repeat or change the procedure.

Monitoring PDT by fluorescence image, therefore, means an extension of the dermatologist view in a technique increasingly used in skin diseases, such as non-melanoma skin cancer or precancerous lesions.

Besides optical images, thermal images can also be used to extend the physician view. There is a difficulty in discriminating lesions clinically similar, such as AK and SCC that can be simultaneously present, because AK is transformed in SCC in a continuous and progressive process. (23–25)

In the thermal images, SCC usually presents a higher temperature compared to normal tissue, probably due to its more continuous and progressive process. (23)

Lesion discrimination, border identification, and monitoring treatments may enable the physician to indicate the procedure with more confidence. Therefore, it is possible to ensure the treatment efficiency applied in any disease. About dermatology, the skin is the site of easier access to photonic and thermal techniques, opening several possibilities for both therapies and diagnosis presented in this study.
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